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Abstract-Intrusion detection is a surveillance problem of sensible import that is nicely suited to wireless sensor 

networks. In this paper, we study the latency and power conscious reliable intrusion detection system, 

secondary cluster head section, modified genetic algorithm, dynamic key generation, secured statistics 

encryption the use of AES. AES Advanced Encryption Standard contains three block ciphers: AES-128, AES-192 

and AES-256. Each cipher encrypts and decrypts data in blocks of 128 bits using cryptographic keys of 128-, 

192- and 256-bits, respectively. As the use of pc gadget and network increases, securing information is one of 

the important in order to obtain tightly closed information transmission barring hacking so two Intrusion 

detection is the one of the foremost problem in community security. Various numbers of techniques and 

intrusion detection structures have been proposed to observe intruder and anomaly detection, but most of the 

strategies and system tries to notice the fees of the attackers and wonderful costs in one of a kind kinds of 

attacks. Digital security in many organizations is no longer properly implemented. Even if high-standard 

security measures—effective community hygiene; up-to-date, timely patched software; ample software security; 

employees nicely educated in safe computing practices—were rigorously deployed, networks would nonetheless 

be attacked for the easy motive that all networks related to the internet are attacked. Something more than 

safety is needed to shield any network; networks want measures that create and promote resilience. The word 

“resilience” is no longer commonly used in civilian organizations’ networks, but frequently used when 

discussing military networks. An IDS is also referred to as a second line of defence, which is used for intrusion 

detection only; that is, IDS can detect attacks but cannot stop or respond. Once the assault is detected, the IDSs 

elevate an alarm to inform the controller to take action. The fundamental features of IDS are to reveal users' 

things to do and community behaviour at one of a kind layers. Thus the great practice to tightly closed wi-fi 

networks is to implement multi lines of security mechanisms; that is why IDS is extra imperative in wi-fi 

networks. The paper concludes by means of presenting some recent research results to evaluate the overall 

performance of Latency and Power conscious Reliable Intrusion Detection System(LP-RIDS) in order to make 

certain community security in navy applications. 
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I. Introduction 
 Latency is the quantity of time taken through the message to travel the complete system. In a two 

laptop network, it skill that how an awful lot time a packet of information takes to get from one designated 

factor to another. Network latency is defined as the prolong that happens in information conversation over a 

network. Dictionary defines Network security as the protection of the get admission to to files and directories in 

a laptop network in opposition to hacking, misuse and unauthorized changes to the system. Network protection 

gives authorization to statistics get entry to over a network, which is in most cases controlled by using the 

network administrator. Network protection entails Authentication, which includes a username and a password. 

An IDS stands for Intrusion Detection System (IDS) which is a protection software especially designed to alert 

administrators mechanically when someone or something is making an attempt to enter into the two data device 

through malicious things to do or thru safety coverage violations. IDS performs a couple of approaches of 

detection and detects if any peculiar things to do happens in an unauthorised way. The Advanced Encryption 

Standard, or AES, is a symmetric block cipher chosen by using the U.S. authorities to defend categorized 

statistics and is implemented in software and hardware in the course of the world to encrypt touchy data. DDoS 

stands for dispensed denial of service . A dispensed denial-of-service (DDoS) assault is an attack in which a 

couple of compromised computer structures assault a target, such as a server, website or different network 

resource, and purpose a denial of provider for customers of the centered resource. The flood of incoming 

messages, connection requests or malformed packets to the goal machine forces it to slow down or even crash 

and shut down, thereby denying provider to respectable customers or systems. Distributed denial-of-service 

attacks are some of the most serious protection attacks in current computing. DDoS attacks are, in essence, 
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launched by way of more than one systems -- often compromised with the aid of malware -- that goal sufferer 

structures like servers and community infrastructure devices, as well as specific services such as net applications 

and domain identify systems. 

 

II. Types Of Network Latency 
 Internet latency is simply a special case of network latency - the net may be a terribly massive wide-area 

network (WAN). a similar factors as higher than verify latency on the net. However, distances within the 

transmission medium, the quantity of hops over instrumentation and servers square measure all larger than 

for smaller networks. net latency mensuration would usually begin at the exit of a network and endways the 

come of the requested information from and online resource. 

 

 Interrupt latency is that the length of your time that it takes for a laptop to act on Associate in Nursing 

interrupt, that may be a signal telling the software to prevent till it will decide what it ought to neutralize 

response to some event. 

 WAN latency itself are often a crucial think about decisive net latency. A WAN that's busy directional 

different traffic can manufacture a delay whether or not a resource is being requested from a server on the 

computer network, another laptop on it network or elsewhere on the net. computer network users will expertise 

delay once the WAN is busy. In either of those examples the delay would still exist notwithstanding the 

remainder of the hops --including the server wherever the specified information was situated -- were entirely 

freed from traffic jam. 

 Audio latency is that the delay between sound being created and detected. In sound created within the 

physical world, this delay is decided by the speed of sound, that varies slightly looking on the medium the 

undulation travels through. Sound travels quicker in denser mediums: It travels quicker through solids, less 

quickly through liquids and slowest through air. we tend to usually seek advice from the speed of sound as 

measured in dry air at temperature, that is 796 miles-per-hour. In physics, audio latency is that the additive delay 

from audio input to audio output. however long this delay is depends on the hardware and even software 

package used, like the software and drivers employed in laptop audio. Latencies of thirty milliseconds square 

measure usually noticed by a private as a separate production and arrival of sound to the ear. 
 

 Operational latency is outlined because the total time of operations, once performed in linear workflows. 

In parallel workflows, the latency is decided by the slowest operation performed by one task employee. 

 

 Mechanical latency is that the delay from input into a system or device to the required output. This delay is 

decided by Newtonian physics-based limits of the mechanism (excepting quantum mechanics). AN 

example would be the delay in time to shift a gear from the time the shift lever of a gear box or bicycle 

shifter was motivated. 

 

 Computer And  software system latency is that the combined delay between an input or command and 

also the desired output. in a very computing system, latency is commonly wont to mean any delay or 

waiting that will increase real or perceived interval on the far side what's desired. Specific contributors to 

laptop latency embrace mismatches in knowledge speed between the silicon chip and input/output devices, 

inadequate knowledge buffers and also the performance of the hardware concerned, yet as its drivers. The 

process load of the pc also can add important latency. 
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III. How Military Applications Support To Network Security And Ids 
 

 
 

One basic  distinction  between  industrial business networks and military networks is that for the 

military, a more disciplined and structured approach is applied to network style and development, similarly on 

the  interconnections between network nodes. not like the non-public sector, there area unit specific tiers of 

networks based mostly upon info classification necessities. Principally, these tiers embody high Secret handled 

through the DoD’s classified computer network Joint Worldwide Intelligence Communications System 

(JWICS); Secret handled through the Defense info Systems  Network’s (DISN) Secret web Protocol Router 

Network (SIPRNet); and Unclassified/For OfficialUse solely handled through DISN’s Non-classified web 

Protocol (IP) Router Network (NIPRNet). Each network has its own classification standards for security, that 

deal with identification (authentication), authorization, access and work. These area unit disjointed networks 

intended to have terribly few, controlled interconnections rather than a fancy pipeline. Connections area unit 

tightly controlled and differ going from higher to lower levels of classification, as well as in the reverse 

direction. There area unit specific controls on the technologies and protocols being employed among classified 

networks that contemplate security and integrity before convenience. 

 In general, the military uses totally different networks for its day-to- day operations than it will for 

command and management and intelligence gathering/storing needs. totally different military networks have 

totally different security protocols, however dominant the protocols, message exchanges and however 

applications interoperate square measure the key suggests that to maintaining management over the overall 

network. Military networks have identity management and security-related protocols intrinsic throughout style 

and deployment. All classified networks use high-end military grade encryption. Military networks utilize a 

awfully large choice of technologies. The communications technologies deployed for military air, land and 

ocean operations have operational and security needs that so much surpass most non-military communications 

operations. In addition, these agencies have to be compelled to go with strict  

security-related oversight as well as the Federal data Security Management Act (FISMA) and frameworks like 

the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST) Cyber Security Framework (CSF). These aspects 

of state and military networks create them costly to deploy and operate; taking sensible folks to 

design and run them, and specialised instrumentation to support them. 
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  Intrusion detection is in an exceedingly   one amongst one in every of  the main and economical 

defence ways against attacks in a network infrastructure. Intrusion Detection Systems is seen because the second 

line of defence and that they complement the protection primitives that ar adopted so as to forestall attacks 

against the pc network being protected. The peculiar options of a wireless device network cause rigorous 

necessities to the look of intrusion detection systems. during this paper, we have a tendency to propose a hybrid, 

light-weight, distributed Intrusion Detection System (IDS) for wireless device networks. This IDS uses each 

misuse-based and anomaly-based detection techniques. 

 

 
 

 Wireless detector networks (WSNs) may be employed by the military for variety of functions like 

observance or following the enemies and force protection. in contrast to industrial WSNs, a military science 

military detector network has totally different priority necessities for military usage. particularly within the 

remote large-scale network, topology, self-configuration, network property, maintenance, and energy 

consumption square measure the challenges. during this paper, we have a tendency to gift an summary of 

application eventualities in remote large-scale WSNs specializing in the first necessities for military science 

environments. we have a tendency to propose a detector spec supported the cluster-tree primarily based multi-

hop model with optimized cluster head election and also the corresponding node style technique to fulfill the 

military science necessities. With the projected WSN design, one will simply style the detector network for 

military usage in remote giant scale environments. 

 
           

 Digital security in several organizations isn't adequately enforced. though high-standard security 

measures—effective network hygiene; up-to-date, timely patched code; adequate software security; workers 

well trained in safe computing practices—were strictly deployed, networks would still be attacked for the easy 

reason that each one networks connected to the net are attacked. Moreover, a major fraction of these attacks can 

end in penetration, with a number of those breaches involving the ex filtration of knowledge. 
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 Something over security wanted is required to defend any network; networks need measures that make 

and promote resilience. The word ―resilience‖ isn't ordinarily employed in civilian organizations’ networks, 

however often used once discussing military networks. Defense gets it. 

 Military agencies apply security however irresistibly accept resilience. because the DoD Science Board 

rumored in its 2013 Resilient Military Systems and therefore the Advanced Cyber Threat, ―There is not any 

single solution to resolve the threat display by cyber-attack or [cyber] warfare … The cyber risk components 

can't be reduced to zero. whereas the matter can't be eliminated, resilience capabilities will and should be 

determinedly managed …‖ To rely upon security is to assume that you just have a solution once all you actually 

have could be a 50-foot wall waiting to be scaled by somebody WHO features a 51-foot ladder. 

 To the extent that civilian government agencies and therefore the non-public sector clutch security and 

neglect resilience in their cyber defense strategy, they affirm that they'll still lag behind the military once it 

involves cybersecurity. The military community was extremely receptive to learning the arduous lesson that 

security, tho' necessary, is certain to fail and so short. several military staff get shot at for a living. They settle 

for that you just cannot move to war while not suffering casualties to instrumentality, installations and folks. as 

a result of no unit engaged in combat may be secure, it should be resilient. The parcel of land could be a 

speculative atmosphere. The military community was so fast to ascertain a parallel with the web atmosphere. 

 Based on resilience, military cybersecurity is cybersecurity the non-public sector and civilian agencies 

will study and learn from. Resilience may be a tough sell. The challenge is to seek out ways in which to live the 

effectiveness of every greenback spent on resilience, to ―realign priorities‖ as necessary and to simply accept 

―tradeoffs within the capabilities that may be delivered.‖ This, most of all, is what we have a tendency to within 

the non-public sector will learn from the military approach to cybersecurity: The model of resilience, not 

excellent|the best} of perfect security, is that the solely realistic thanks to have interaction with today’s digital 

atmosphere 

 

IV. Secondary Cluster Head Selection 

 
 

 Clustering is a process in that nodes are grouped into clusters; every cluster is controlled by a cluster 

head. This clump approach improves the efficiency of knowledge relaying by decreasing range of nodes 

required to forward knowledge. Cluster heads consumed additional energy due to its role in collecting, removing 

redundancy, pressure and forwarding the info from cluster to the bottom station, while remaining nodes solely 

sense the knowledge in the setting and forward it to its cluster head, therefore saving additional energy. This 

scenario gives rise to unbalanced energy consumption, that causes additional drain of energy from  

cluster heads than cluster nodes in random fashion. 

 In starting of every spherical for choosing cluster head, the bottom station can collect the data of 

residual energy of all nodes accurately. consistent with the statistics, the minimum energy E(min) and most 

energy E(max) may be obtained and therefore the energy state of node may be divided into four classes by the 

brink, respectively: 
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The likelihood PCH that a node is elective as cluster head is outlined as follows: 

PCH=max(λ×1Level(i)×EresE0,Pmin), 

the place Eres is the node residual energy, E0 is the node initial energy, and λ is a parameter of energy 

attenuation. 

 

In order to improve the convergence of the election of cluster head, we set Pmin 

as a threshold which is the minimal chance and is given by 

 

 
 

 the place P is a constant and Ci(t) denotes whether the node i has been a cluster head in the most 

current rmod(1/P) rounds. If the node has been a cluster head, Ci(t)=0. 

In the segment of cluster formation, the nodes will system as follows in accordance to their personal cost PCH 

 

(i) If PCH≥1, the node will broadcast the message of being candidate cluster head to its neighbors and waiting 

for JOIN message. As to the ordinary nodes, they can also acquire a few messages from quite a few cluster 

heads and determine whether to be part of in, which can comprehensively depend on the indicators such as 

stability, gorgeous variety of cluster heads, and  intracluster communication overhead. 

(ii) If 0≤PCH<1 

and the normal nodes do not acquire messages from any different cluster head, the price PCH will be improved 

by way of itself and step into the subsequent iteration. If the node receives a message despatched by using a 

cluster head, it will run into a plurality of candidate choice process. 

 

V. Supporting Algorithms 
A. Leach Protocol 
 Low-Energy reconciling clump Hierarchy (LEACH) [7][8] is one of the clump primarily based ranked 

routing  protocols. it's accustomed collect knowledge from wireless network. In the network, hundreds/thousa 

nds of wireless sensors  are distributed that collects and transmit knowledge. In these sensor nodes the cluster 

head’s are  non appointive. Because sensor nodes have low energy supply and battery cannot be replaced once 

deployed, the probabilities of node death scenario is more. thus we have a tendency to need LEACH protocol to 

increase the period of network.  

 LEACH protocol uses random choice cluster head selection and cluster formation. Here the energy is 

equally distributed by rotating the cluster head in each spherical. LEACH protocol is divided into two phases:  

1) Set-Up phase: Set-up part includes cluster head selection and cluster formation.Cluster head choice 

algorithm: In this part, the nodes are at random distributed in a network. every node takes a self-governing call 

whether or not to become a cluster head for current spherical or not. Here each node can generate a random 
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variety between zero and one. If the variety is less than threshold worth, then node is cluster head for the current 

spherical. Threshold is given by 

               T(n) =              p 

                            1-P x(r mod 1/P) 

In the on top of equation (1), the parameters are:p -optimal proportion of CH s in every spherical.r -current 

spherical.G-is set of nodes, that haven't been elective as CH in (1/p) rounds.Cluster formation: when cluster 

head choice, each node broadcasts advertisement  (ADV) message using (CSMA/CA) MAC protocol. The near-

by nodes send join request to cluster head. It follows a TDMA schedule to line-up and transmission and to 

assign separate time slots to each of its cluster members  

 

2) Steady-state part: This phase consists of sending  

data from cluster members to cluster head during assigned time slots. The cluster head aggregates information 

and forwards to base station. 

 
 

B.PROPOSED APPROACH 

1) NETWORK MODEL 

The network design for planned approach is primarily based on the subsequent assumption:  

1) Base station is found at the center of detector field. 

2) detector nodes are energy-constrained and have same initial energy. 

3) All nodes ar capable of turning into cluster head. 

4) All detector nodes are aware of the base station location. 

5) detector nodes are static.  planned rule The planned rule consists of 2 phases:  

1) Set-up phase Cluster head choice Cluster formation  

2) Steady state part Data transmission Subsequent spherical Cluster head choice. 

Set-up phase Cluster head selection: In 1st spherical the cluster head is selected victimisation random generation 

range. Here each node can generate a random worth victimisation random perform.  

The node with highest random worth is chosen as cluster head. Cluster formation: The cluster head sends 

(ADV) messages to all the nodes. primarily based on (RSS) received signal strength the cluster members send 

JOIN_REQ. The CHs create a TDMA schedule by that every member can get particular time to broadcast. 
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C. Aes Algorithm 

 

 
 

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), also recognized by way of its unique title Rijndael (Dutch 

pronunciation: is a specification for the encryption of electronic records mounted by means of the U.S. National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2001. 

AES is a subset of the Rijndael block cipher developed by means of two Belgian cryptographers, 

Vincent Rijmen and Joan Daemen, who submitted a proposal to NIST at some stage in the AES choice process. 

Rijndael is a household of ciphers with distinctive key and block sizes. 

For AES, NIST chosen three contributors of the Rijndael family, each with a block dimension of 128 

bits, however three distinct key lengths: 128, 192 and 256 bits. 

AES has been adopted by using the U.S. authorities and is now used worldwide. It supersedes the Data 

Encryption Standard (DES),which used to be posted in 1977. The algorithm described by means of AES is a 

symmetric-key algorithm, that means the identical key is used for both encrypting and decrypting the data. 

In the United States, AES was introduced with the aid of the NIST as U.S. FIPS PUB 197 (FIPS 197) on 

November 26, 2001.This announcement followed a five-year standardization method in which fifteen competing 

designs were introduced and evaluated AES became high quality as a federal authorities popular on May 26, 

2002, after approval by way of the Secretary of Commerce. AES is blanketed in the ISO/IEC 18033-3 standard. 

AES is handy in many one-of-a-kind encryption packages, and is the first (and only) publicly handy cipher 

authorised via the National Security Agency (NSA) for top secret facts when used in an NSA accredited 

cryptographic module 
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D.Known Attacks 

 
 

AES has a fairly easy algebraic framework. In 2002, a theoretical attack, named the "XSL attack", used to be 

announced via Nicolas Courtois and Josef Pieprzyk, purporting to exhibit a weakness in the AES algorithm, 

partially due to the low complexity of its nonlinear components.Since then, other papers have shown that the 

attack, as firstly presented, is unworkable; see XSL assault on block ciphers. 

During the AES decision process, developers of competing algorithms wrote of Rijndael's algorithm "...we are 

worried about [its] use ... in security-critical applications." In October 2000, however, at the stop of the AES 

choice process, Bruce Schneier, a developer of the competing algorithm Twofish, wrote that while he notion 

successful tutorial assaults on Rijndael would be developed someday, he did not "believe that all and sundry will 

ever discover an assault that will enable any one to examine Rijndael traffic". 

In 2009, a new related-key attack was once determined that exploits the simplicity of AES's key time table and 

has a complexity of 2119. In December 2009 it used to be accelerated to 299.5.This is a follow-up to an attack 

located before in 2009 by means of Alex Biryukov, Dmitry Khovratovich, and Ivica Nikolić, with a complexity 

of 296 for one out of each 235 keys. However, related-key assaults are not of situation in any excellent designed 

cryptographic protocol, as a properly designed protocol (i.e., implementational software) will take care no 

longer to enable related keys, essentially via constraining an attacker's means of selecting keys for relatedness. 

Another attack was once blogged through Bruce Schneier on July 30, 2009, and released as a preprint on August 

3, 2009. This new attack, by means of Alex Biryukov, Orr Dunkelman, Nathan Keller, Dmitry Khovratovich, 

and Adi Shamir, is in opposition to AES-256 that uses solely two associated keys and 239 time to recover the 

entire 256-bit key of a 9-round version, or 245 time for a 10-round model with a stronger kind of related subkey 

attack, or 270 time for an 11-round version. 256-bit AES uses 14 rounds, so these attacks are not effective 

against full AES. 

 
 

  the first known-key distinguishing attack towards a decreased 8-round version of AES-128 was 

released as a preprint.[24] This known-key distinguishing attack is an improvement of the rebound, or the start-

from-the-middle attack, in opposition to AES-like permutations, which view two consecutive rounds of 

permutation as the application of a so-called Super-Sbox. It works on the 8-round model of AES-128, with a 

time complexity of 248, and a reminiscence complexity of 232. 128-bit AES uses 10 rounds, so this assault isn't 

nice against full AES-128. 

 The first key-recovery assaults on full AES were due to Andrey Bogdanov, Dmitry Khovratovich, and 

Christian Rechberger, and have been posted in 2011.[25] The assault is a biclique attack and is faster than brute 

force via a element of about four. It requires 2126.2 operations to get better an AES-128 key. For AES-192 and 

AES-256, 2190.2 and 2254.6 operations are needed, respectively. This end result has been similarly extended to 

2126.0 for AES-128, 2189.9 for AES-192 and 2254.3 for AES-256,[26] which are the modern fantastic effects 

in key healing attack against AES.  
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VI. Related Works 

In[1] Mark Rhodes-Ousleyl,Roberta Bragg and Keith Strassberg, etal, focuses on using routers and 

switches to enlarge the safety of the network as properly as providing suitable configuration steps for defending 

the gadgets themselves in opposition to attacks. 

In[2] Matt Curtin,etal ,analysed that Network protection is a tricky subject, historically solely tackled 

by well-trained and experienced experts. However, as extra and greater humans end up ―wired‖, an increasing 

number of humans want to understand the fundamentals of security in a networked world. 

In[3]Duane De Capite,etal, helps networking experts apprehend how to install an end-to-end, integrated 

network safety solution. It provides a clear view of the various factors that can be used in the course of the 

network to not only reveal visitors but to permit the community itself to turn out to be extra proactive in 

preventing and mitigating community attacks.  

In [4] two Dale Tesch, two Greg two Abelar ,etal,proposed that deploying community protection 

devices is crucial to the well- being of an organization’s systems and data, all too often businesses expect that 

genuinely having two these two devices is two sufficient two to keep the integrity of network resources. To 

definitely supply high quality safety for their networks, businesses need to take the subsequent step with the aid 

of carefully analyzing community infrastructure, host, application, and protection occasions to determine if an 

assault has exploited gadgets on their networks. 

In [5] Angus Wong and Alan Yeung,etal, addresses the emerging issue with better detecting and 

preventing routers and different community gadgets from being attacked or compromised. Attacks to 

community infrastructure have an effect on giant portions of the Internet at a time and create large amounts of 

carrier disruption, due to breaches such as IP spoofing, routing table poisoning and routing loops. Daily 

operations round the world fantastically rely on the availability and reliability of the Internet, which makes the 

protection of this infrastructure a top precedence trouble in the field. In [6] Jayshree Ullal,etal,proposed The 

traditional strategy to statistics and network safety is unexpectedly becoming challenged. Implementing 

protection on individual applications, servers and networks to meet instant protection or compliance wishes 

hinders groups in an financial system where customers, suppliers or enterprise companions may also want 

invulnerable get right of entry to to the corporate two network two anywhere, any time and using any kind of 

device. 

In [7] Ivan Pepelnjak,etal,Improved firewall policy configuration skill community directors can more easily 

recognize the impact of firewall policies on network traffic. This functionality allows the grouping of physical 

and digital interfaces into zones to simplify logical network topology. The advent of these zones allows the 

software of firewall insurance policies on a zone-to-zone basis, as a substitute of having to configure policies 

separately 

 

VII. Conclusion 

 Networks are pervasive in all aspects of life: biological, physical, and social. They are necessary to the 

workings of a world economy and to the protection of the United States in opposition to both traditional navy 

threats and the risk of terrorism. Thus Network security is an necessary area that is getting more and greater 

attention as the internet expands. The safety threats and net protocol must be analyzed to determine the critical 

safety technology. The protection science consists of mostly software program based, as properly as a variety of 

hardware devices. In addition  network Security consists of the provisions made in an underlying pc community 

infrastructure, insurance policies adopted with the aid of the community administrator to protect the network 

and the network-accessible assets from unauthorized access and the effectiveness (or lack) of these measures 

blended together. Securing the network is just as vital as securing the computer systems and encrypting the 

message. Points that should be viewed when developing a invulnerable community are: 1) Confidentiality: 

Information in the community remains personal 2) Authentication: Ensure the customers of the community are 

who they say they are 3) Integrity: Ensure the message has now not been modified in transit 4) Authorization 

(access): offering authorized customers to talk to and from a 5) Non ‐ repudiation – Ensure the consumer does 

no longer refute that he used the network. An high-quality community protection graph be developed with the 

grasp of security issues, attainable attackers, needed degree of security, and elements that make a community 

vulnerable to attack. Tools to limit the vulnerability of the laptop to the community consist of encryption, 

authentication mechanisms, intrusion ‐ detection, protection management and firewalls. In addition to defending 

the network from outside threats, enforcing corporation community utilization policies can stop internal 

customers from pulling in threats due to misuse 
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